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Abstract: There is a lot of information in the natural scenery. At the same time, the image is have effects of environment
such as weather, light, overlapping with other object etc. In recent year for forestry research field, color tree image
extraction is an important task. With the help of different algorithms and techniques, the color tree image can be extracted.
The main objective is to extract tree image efficiently and accurately. The tree image extraction can be done by using image
segmentation and image matting. Here fast and effective KNN matting is used to extract color tree image which apply
nonlocal principle to general alpha matting (natural image matting). Sophisticated sampling or learning strategy and
assumption of local color-line model is not required here. KNN matting uses K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) to match
nonlocal neighbourhood and have closed-form solution that produces competitive results. This work overcomes the problems
held in individual color tree image extraction and different layer or region extraction like sky, land by selecting required
region manually. Extraction of required tree image is also carried out on the basis of sparse user trimap as input and on
different file format. Experimental results shows that KNN matting can be used which provide effective tree image extraction
and also enhance the performance for tree image extraction in terms of time.
Keywords: Image segmentation; Image matting; tree image extraction; KNN (K-nearest neighbours).
I. INTRODUCTION
In forestry research field, the very important task of tree image extraction is conducted day by day. In color tree image
extraction method [4], the color tree image is separated from its complex surrounding. But there are several difficulties to
extract tree image because there is lot of information in the natural scenery. Also the tree image has environmental effects like
weather, light and other conditions. There are many challenging issues in tree image extraction. Firstly, leaves, texture, color
and size are complex, and various species change according to weather conditions. So there are no exact parameters of color and
shape that can be used in common to tree image extraction. Second, there are many holes and uncertainty in foreground image
edges. Third, foreground and background are not smooth because there are many edges in image. Forth, complex background
information in tree image, such as all kind of buildings, wires, people, banners, flowers, cars, sky, etc.
To extract required tree from entire image, there are mainly two methods: Image segmentation and image matting.
However these two methods have their own application field. Both have their own advantages and limitations which are
discussed in [2, 3, 7, 8 and 11]. The main objective is to extract tree image efficiently and accurately. So a robust procedure for
extracting image can be obtained by using KNN matting [1]. There is no more general approach for tree image extraction. But
KNN matting will provide simple, fast and better solution for tree image extraction. KNN matting doesn’t assume local colorline model and doesn’t require sampling or learning strategies. Quality and performance are main motivation to choose KNN
matting for tree image extraction. In [5] the excerpt of the ranking information from the alpha matting evaluation website is
discussed which shows that KNN matting results are better than Closed-form solution to natural image matting.
In this paper overview of segmentation algorithms for tree image extraction is discussed in section II, Comparison between
KNN matting and Closed-form solution to natural image matting is discussed in section III. Then proposed method is discussed
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in section IV. Experimental results and experimental parameters are shown in section V and VII respectively. Comparison based
on sparse user-supplied trimap is discussed in section VI. At last conclusion and feature enhancement is given in section VIII.
II. SEGMENTATION ALGORITHMS
There are several segmentation algorithms which are classified in [11]. Output of different segmentation algorithms is as
shown in Fig. 1. Gray- Histogram-based image segmentation technique is one of the simplest and most often used segmentation
techniques. It uses the histogram to select the gray levels for grouping pixels into regions. Fig. 1 (a) shows an original image
which is converted into (b) the gray scale image and (c) shows its histogram. The histogram will show the gray levels of the
background and the object.
Another segmentation technique is Gradient-based method in which segmentation result is adaptive to the direction of
gradient. This method includes Canny and Sobel edge detection technics, whose output is as shown in Fig. 1 (d) and (e).
Advantages and disadvantages of these two techniques are as shown in TABLE I. Otsu is based on the variance of pixel
intensity that minimize intraclass (within class) variance and maximize interclass variance [7]. Output of Otsu is as shown in
Fig. 1 (e). The complexity of Otsu method is very high and processing rate is very slow. So Otsu is not very much useful for
image extraction.

(a) Original Image

(b) Gray scale Image

(c) Histogram

(d) Canny
(e) Sobel
(f) Otsu
Fig. 1 Output of different segmentation algorithms

TABLE I
Advantages and disadvantages of Canny and Sobel edge detection technique
Advantages

Disadvantages

Canny
-Uses probability to find edges
-Improve signal to noise ratio (SNR)
-Batter detection specially in noise condition
-Complex computation
-Time consuming

Sobel
-Simple detection of edges and their
orientation
-Sensitivity to noise
-Inaccurate

The algorithm schema used in [6] uses lab color space for required tree image extraction. Steps are given in [6]. At the time
of implementation the algorithm schema described in [6] produces results of tree image extraction using Lab color space as
shown in Fig. 2. In this method the other plant having same color as the object tree is also separated as the result. So this method
is not convenient at all images. Some complex aspects are not involved in this method, for example, the segmentation of two
overlapping trees of same species, the large area of shadow in the crown, the standard of basic data of tree images, the criteria
for taking photographs in the forest and so on.
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(a) Original Tree Images

(b) Extracted Tree Images
Fig. 2 Results of tree image extraction using Lab color space

III. COMPARISON BETWEEN KNN MATTING AND CLOSED FORM SOLUTION TO NATURAL IMAGE MEETING
There are several natural image matting [10] algorithms which are classified in [11]. The application for image extraction
using KNN matting is implemented in MATLAB which occupy 18-20 seconds for images of size about 800 × 600 available
easily at alpha matting evaluation website [5]. In a Closed-form solution to natural image matting [9], foreground and
background are solved by using estimated alpha and composition equation with spatial coherence term. It uses Local color line
model. In Fig. 3 results of closed-form solution to natural image matting is shown for original tree images of Fig. 2 (a).

(a) Image with sparse constraints

(b) Alpha or matt images

(c) Extracted images
Fig. 3 Results of Closed-Form Solution to Natural Image Matting
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IV. PROPOSED WORK

Flowchart for proposed system is as shown in Fig. 4 and process at each step is discussed next.
Step 1: Original color tree image is taken in PNG file format because of several advantages. These images are free, opensource images, contain lossless compression, have 48-bit true-color depth, supports true-color (16 million colours), have varying
levels of transparency and better compression (about 10-30 percent smaller files than GIF).
Step 2: Contrast and Brightness Adjustment is done. The image intensity values or colormap is adjusted and the grayscale
and true-color are enhanced.
Step 3: Noise is eliminated by using gaussian filter because it remove noise with less time consumption and also the MSE
values of images after noise elimination is improved.
Step 4: In this step user have to select the object tree region for extracting it from background. To do so Regions of interest
(ROI) method is used. The extraction of different layers is possible when user select the region manually with help of mouse.
User have to press left mouse button till the line is drawn around the required region to extract it from the original image.
Step 5: KNN matting is performed here. KNN matting is better on HSV than RGB color space because extracted tree
image edges are more accurate in HSV color space as shown in Fig. 5. So in our proposed system HSV color space images are
used.
Step 6: At last the object tree image is extracted accurately with minimum time consumption. Here dot product between
contrast image (output of step2) and matt image (output of step5) is done to produce required color tree image.

(a) KNN-RGB

(b) KNN-HSV
Fig. 5 KNN matting output in RGB and HSV color space

Fig. 4 Proposed Method

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Fig. 6 includes (a) original images and (c) trimap1 both taken as user input, (b) images after contrast and brightness
adjustment, (d) matt image produced after performing KNN matting, (e) Extracted color tree image. Here trimap1 is taken from
user one. TABLE II shows parameters for KNN matting
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(a) Original Image

(a) Original Image

(b) Contrast and
Brightness adjustment

(c) Trimap1

(d) Matt image

(e) Extracted
Color Tree Image

(b) Contrast and
(c) Trimap1
(d) Matt image
Brightness adjustment
Fig. 6 Results of object tree image extraction using KNN Matting

(e) Extracted
Color Tree Image

In Fig. 7 (a) two different tree images are extracted from original image when user select the required tree image as shown
in figure. In Fig. 7 (b) the original image is extracted in two different trees, sky and lad as shown in figure.
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(a) Two different tree images are extracted from original image

(b) Two different tree image, sky and land is extracted from original image
Fig. 7 Extraction of different layers by selecting the region manually

VI. COMPARISON OF RESULTS BASED ON SPARES USER-SUPPLIED TRIMAPS
In Fig. 8 shows comparison of extracted tree image results based on sparse user-supplied trimaps. These trimaps are
generated by using Adobe Photoshop CS6, which have different brush size for drawing gray color line for unknown region.
These results show that the result of matt image and extracted tree image very much depends on trimap. The result is more
accurate when the gray color line in the trimap is thin.
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(a) Original
(b) Trimap2 and
(c) matt Images
(e) Extracted
Images
Trimap3
Color Tree Image
Fig. 8 Comparison of extracted tree image results based on sparse user-supplied trimaps

VII. EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS
For extracting tree from image with the help of image matting, set of images are obtained from the camera or already
storage images. We used MATLAB R2012b instances as desktop computers with 2.0 GHz Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo processor
and 2 GB RAM having Windows 7 (32 bit) Operating system. For evolution of algorithm, visual quality of tree image is the
best parameter still we have chosen Average MSE, SAD (Sum of Absolute Difference) and CPU time consumption as
parameter to evaluate proposed system.
MSE (Mean Square Error): The MSE is defined as average squared difference between a reference image and a distorted
image. As small as the value of MSE, the result of noise elimination is good. It is calculated by the formula given below:
MSE =

1 m1 n1
[ I (i, j )  K (i, j )]2

mn i 0 j 0

SAD (Sum of Absolute Difference): It is an algorithm for measuring the similarity between image blocks. It works by taking
the absolute difference between each pixel in the original block and the corresponding pixel in the block being used for
comparison. The sum of absolute differences provides a simple way to automate the searching for objects inside an image. SAD
is one of the simplest of the similarity measures which is calculated by subtracting pixels within a square neighborhood between
the reference image I1 and the target image I2 followed by the aggregation of absolute differences within the square window.
The SAD is defined as:
SAD =



( i , j )W

| I1 (i, j )  I 2 ( x  i, y  j ) |

CPU time consumption: CPU utilization is a key performance metric. CPU utilization is typically used to track CPU
performance or improvements when running a specific piece of code. For that CPU time (or process time) is calculated. It is the
amount of time for which a central processing unit (CPU) was used for processing instructions of a computer MATLAB
R2012b program as opposed to, for example, waiting for input/output (I/O) operations or entering low-power (idle) mode. The
CPU time is measured in clock ticks or seconds.
TABLE II shows the parameters for tree image extraction using KNN Matting. For very sparse input the KNN matting is
better than other state-of-the-art matting methods that rely on foreground or background color sampling and/or local color line
model.
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Fig. 9 shows MSE comparison based on different trimaps for all images. Here X-axis shows three different trimaps for nine

original tree image and Y-axis shows MSE. For very sparse input the KNN matting is better than other state-of-the-art matting
methods that rely on foreground/background color sampling and/or local color line model.
Table II
Parameters for tree image extraction using KNN Matting
Image
Name

Size
(pixels)

Tree_Imag
e1
Tree_Imag
e2
Tree_Imag
e3
Tree_Imag
e4
Tree_Imag
e5
Tree_Imag
e6
Tree_Imag
e7
Tree_Imag
e8
Tree_Imag
e9

414 x
536
414 x
534
600 x
600
800 x
595
800 x
663
800 x
604
178 x
284
260 x
194
211 x
239

Trimap
1
0.2084

MSE
Trimap
2
0.2282

Trimap
3
0.2835

0.1694

0.2519

0.3055

0.3190

0.4264

0.5874

0.1252

0.1307

0.1660

0.6123

0.8594

0.4655

0.2962

0.4135

0.5366

0.1650

0.1779

0.2105

0.2705

0.3435

0.4542

0.4625

0.4965

0.5578

Time
(s)

SAD

1
0.8

8.909

0.2084

7.688

0.1694

12.572

0.319

19.78

0.1252

21.262

0.6123

21.473

0.2962

0.6
0.4
0.2
0

SAD

13.55
5
21.26
2
21.47
3

25

0.8

20

0.6

15

0.4

10

0.2

5

0

0

MSE

Time (s)

MSE

Fig. 9 MSE comparison based on different trimaps for all images

SAD

Fig. 10 SAD comparison results

1

MSE

SAD

Time (s)

Time (s)

Fig. 11 Time comparison results

VIII. CONCLUSION
Effective color tree image extraction is an important algorithm and technique in which individual tree is separated from the
surrounding landscape in a photographic image. There are different segmentation algorithms and also natural image matting to
separate tree image from the background. They all have their related limitations which are described throughout the work. Here
this work overcomes the problems held in individual color tree image extraction and different layer or region extraction like
sky, land by selecting required region manually. Extraction of required tree image is also carried out on the basses of sparse user
trimap as input and on different file format. Results analysis shows that KNN matting provides effective tree image extraction
and batter performance in terms of time and sum of absolute difference.
Future enhancement of this work includes investigation of automated trimap generation method and single click extract
with minimum time consumption.
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